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Focus on the
Discussion
with Automatic
Whiteboard
Image Capture
Improve Student Focus
and Productivity in Class or
Study Sessions

STUDENTS NEED ACCESSIBLE REFERENCE
MATERIALS TO IMPROVE COMPREHENSION

... BUT WHITEBOARD NOTES ARE HARD
TO SEE AND HARD TO COPY

Note taking is the default way for millions of students
to reference classroom discussions or study sessions.
Reviewing class notes helps to organize the relationship
between ideas, assists in understanding, and improves
learning.

Note taking may seem like a simple task, but it requires
attention and active listening. The mechanical aspects of
note taking are often dependent on a student’s motor
abilities, including the ability to write quickly and legibly.
Professors speak at about 120 wpm while students
write 25 wpm. Hence, it is quite likely that students take
incomplete or incorrect notes.

While presentations are extensively used by teachers in
lectures, writing on the whiteboard remains a convenient
and effective way to explain complex concepts or solve
technical problems. A whiteboard is an excellent tool for realtime collaboration with students in a class or office hours.

Studies have shown that note taking during lectures
reduces learning because it results in split attention. In
fact, in many cases, note taking can become a distraction
- reducing the mental ability to process the content they
are hearing and making it difficult for the student write
complete and informative notes.

KAPTIVO AUTOMATICALLY CAPTURES WHITEBOARD NOTES FOR
SAVING, SHARING, AND STUDYING
Use the Kaptivo whiteboard camera to enable student participation, not note taking. Attached
to the top of any whiteboard, the camera automatically saves images and shares content in
real time via livestream on any device. Whiteboard images are instantly enhanced to remove
any reflections, glare, or people blocking the board.The images are available for download as
a single image or a multi-page presentation of the entire session. Kaptivo is quick to install
and effortless to use, making whiteboard content sharing simpler, easier, and better.

Save and Share Your Whiteboard
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